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Executive Summary 

Phlexglobal, the TMF experts, have developed PhlexEview, our best of breed electronic Trial 

Master File (eTMF) system that supports efficient management and tracking of TMF content 

throughout the lifecycle of a clinical trial. PhlexEview transforms costly, stagnant, paper-based 

processes into dynamic, value driven compliance programs by capturing, tracking and 

managing global TMF activities and enabling unprecedented access to trial content throughout 

the conduct of the study.   Compliance is always the most critical factor when designing an 

approach to TMF management. But that doesn’t mean that an organization has to spend time 

and money managing paper that doesn’t support global access, collaboration or compliance 

efforts.  

 

PhlexEview supports compliance and collaboration by leveraging industry standards and 

making TMF content available to users, regardless of their location. The ability to access and 

view TMF content at any time transforms sluggish and inert paper processes and helps 

organizations to realize time and cost savings by reducing travel costs, positioning team 

members to proactively identify compliance issues and implement corrective actions and by 

facilitating global collaboration.  

This paper discusses some of the challenges of traditional paper-based TMFs and provides 

details about PhlexEview, Phlexglobal’s premier eTMF solution. It also suggests a new 

approach to TMF compliance that extracts and sets the expectation for continuing value from 

TMF content, rather than locking it away in paper storage where its value is minimized.  
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Traditional Challenges of Managing Paper 

When managing TMFs, it is important that the documentation be accessible to team members 

when they need them, that they be kept securely and that they be managed throughout the 

trial lifecycle. Unfortunately, paper does not easily support any of these objectives. Historically, 

Trial Master Files were managed and maintained in paper format by default. Many companies 

are reaping the benefits of transferring these files into digital assets and managing them within 

an electronic Trial Master File, or eTMF to address the biggest challenges of paper. 

 

Compliance Support 

Paper files are difficult to search and navigate and cumbersome to maintain using manual 

tracking mechanisms. A significant compliance risk exists because quality efforts are tedious, 

error prone and often represent a (single-thread) bottleneck in the TMF management process. 

Because of the volume of paper associated with a trial and the short timeframe in which is 

collected and organized, version control issues are rampant and compliance issues are difficult 

to identify and require even more time and resources to remediate. 

 

Simultaneous Need for Security and Controlled Global Access to 

Documents 

Paper TMFs create an additional burden for managers when other team members need access 

to the files. Paper must be secure yet when it is locked away in a file room, other team 

members need to travel to access it or make special requests for copies to be made. This adds 

costs to the management process without showing any benefits. 

 

Collaboration 

Paper files do not support collaboration among team members. This problem is particularly 

acute for geographically dispersed teams.  
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If a project manager wants to review and discuss a particular document with multiple team 

members, she must request or retrieve the document from the paper file, and then distribute 

(scan, copy or fax) to the other reviewers.  

This means additional work for the project manager and the same process is required for each 

document that is identified for review.  Uncontrolled and redundant file content becomes an 

additional management burden, making the situation even more difficult.   

 

Process Visibility  

Paper files do not support any type of process visibility. It is difficult for managers to gain real-

time views of the TMF contents, what is missing and what is in process. Searches by document 

type or across sites are manual, labor intensive efforts that don’t allow a “bigger picture” view 

of the TMF. Undiscovered compliance issues can fester in a paper file without being identified 

or addressed in a timely manner. The longer the issue is allowed to remain, the greater the 

risk and costs associated with remediation.  

 

All of the challenges described here can be lessened or completely alleviated by moving to 

digital content and processes in an electronic Trial Master File that support compliance, 

collaboration and process visibility.   

 

Controlled Lifecycle Management through Archiving 

The challenges with paper files extend across the document lifecycle from creation and 

management into archiving. Paper is expensive to store and maintain over time and it doesn’t 

support multi-user access without some scanning or copying processes occurring. Paper 

archive files often contain irrelevant documents because of the lack of standardization and the 

idea that it is easy to throw some paper in the file “just in case”. This lack of standardization 

can create a compliance risk and the ancillary paper just adds to the time and cost required to 

retrieve and manage archived documents.  
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Introduction to PhlexEview 

PhlexEview is Phlexglobal’s best of breed solution for the management, organization and 

viewing of Trial Master File (TMF) documentation. Through the use of specialist software, 

coupled with efficient and experienced support and optimized processes, the use of PhlexEview 

will enable you to enhance working practices and increase efficiencies. Furthermore, when 

clients take advantage of Phlexglobal’s comprehensive approach to TMF management 

(including offsite storage and management), the study team is relieved from many laborious 

tasks.  This facilitates invaluable resource reallocation. Quality (during the trial) and 

completeness (at the end of the trial) are enhanced through the use of PhlexEview. 

 

Benefits of Implementing PhlexEview 

PhlexEview facilitates and enhances TMF management processes. Every company has unique 

workflows and practices when looking at TMF management. It is important to look at these 

practices in terms of mitigating compliance risk, reducing costs and adding value to the 

broader process. Paper TMFs cannot support dynamic, collaborative processes, by their very 

nature. By implementing PhlexEview to manage the TMF process, organizations can gain 

numerous benefits that span the TMF lifecycle. 

 

Safety and Security of TMF Content 

Trial related data and documents are critical assets for any sponsor. By leveraging PhlexEview, 

sponsors can protect these valuable assets by providing an electronic back up to paper-based 

file content. This back up can be used to ensure continuous operation of the trial in the event 

that paper copies are damaged or destroyed and can be used to support policies, procedures 

and processes related to business continuity.  

 

PhlexEview is a superior permission-based system that enables sponsors to identify roles and 

associated permissions to access, read or edit content and metadata within the system. This 

type of structured access provides another layer of security that is essential for trial 

documentation.  
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Support for Compliance Objectives 

PhlexEview provides secure, permission-based access that safeguards the content of the file. 

The system can also be used by sponsor teams to quickly search for and retrieve content to 

support audit inquiries. The user friendly interface can also be used to enable auditors to 

quickly learn and use the system to access content on their own. PhlexEview provides a 21 

CFR Part 11 and Annex 11 compliant audit trail of all user activities that take place within the 

system.  

 

Enhanced Collaboration 

PhlexEview enables global visibility of trial documentation regardless of the user location. This 

availability of content supports collaboration across sites, CRAs, project managers and global 

sponsor teams. 24/7 web access also enables global teams that span multiple time zones and 

regions. PhlexEview’s access model to trial documentation also provides the ability to search 

across documents and protocols, simplifying tasks that waste time and resources in a paper-

based TMF.  

 

Management Tool 

Many sponsor teams use PhlexEview as a management tool. The system offers visibility into 

the flow of documentation into the TMF and enables managers to identify and resolve 

bottlenecks or other document transfer and acquisition issues. PhlexEview can also be used to 

monitor team member activities. Auditing and tracking functionality gives managers insight 

into CRA and site activities and can be used for CRO oversight. As an example, managers can 

identify who logged into the system, when they logged in and what activities they performed 

or completed during a given timeframe.   

 

Process Improvement 

PhlexEview reinforces TMF standardization efforts and provides views to missing or incomplete 

content. PhlexEview also spurs improved document quality by enabling internal and external 

reviews. This same review access results in quality improvement for historical documents as 
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well. Views across the TMF structure enable issue resolution and lead to reduced time to 

“close” the TMF at study completion. TMF content is then searchable and available in long-term 

archiving.  

Some companies choose to export the TMF content to an electronic Document Management 

System or an eCTD (electronic Common Technical Document) assembly tool. PhlexEview has 

export capabilities that help teams connect clinical trial documentation into regulatory 

submission processes.  

 

Extended Lifecycle Support for Electronic Archiving 

The PhlexEarchive module enables users to archive eTMF content offsite and offline, later 

retrieve and review copies of the content through the PhlexEarchive module, and then destroy 

the copies upon completion of reviews while still maintaining the integrity of the source 

electronic archive. This module connects the TMF lifecycle with electronic archiving activities in 

a seamless and cost effective manner.  

 

Business Case 

In order to best illustrate the financial impact of PhlexEview, an example study has been 

generated along with descriptions of the traditional paper process assumed, and the 

PhlexEview process. This study is fictitiously run in 15 centres in 3 European countries, it is 18 

months in duration and the sponsor has chosen to outsource various tasks to a CRO.  

 

Drug Company A is running a study in Germany, Czech Republic and Spain. Headquarters of 

Drug Company A is in the UK. Project management, monitoring, data management, statistics 

and report writing is contracted to CRO B, based in Germany. Regulatory Affairs and 

Pharmacovigilance are managed in-house by Drug Company A. Drug Company A also does the 

auditing, TMF consolidation and QC and preparation for archive. 
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Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

  

DRUG COMPANY A 

Location: UK 

Tasks: 

 Regulatory Affairs 

 Pharmacovigilance 

 Auditing 

 TMF Consolidation 

 QC & Preparation for archive 

8 Files 

CRO B 

Location: Germany 

Tasks: 

 Project Management 

 Monitoring 

 Data Management 

 Statistics 

 Report Writing 

38 Files 

TMF Content Description 

 15 sites, 5 each in Germany, Czech 

 Republic and Spain 

 200 patients 

 18 months in duration 

 Overall 38 lever arch files of 

 documentation (once reconciled and 

 consolidated) 

 Pre-consolidation: Drug Company A  

 (8 files), CRO B (35 files), total 43 

 files. 

 Average of 250 pages per file 

 8 project team members in total 

 need access to the TMF 

 documentation 

 Total number of pages 9,500 

 (consolidated) 
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Traditional Paper-Based Process 

In the traditional TMF management model, Drug Company A and CRO B hold their own paper 

TMFs. Drug Company A stores their TMF documentation in a gas suppression protected, sealed 

room.  

 

CRO B has their TMF documentation stored centrally in Germany, but not in an 

environmentally resistant room. In addition, the CRAs in Czech Republic and Spain are home 

based, and they keep their documentation with them at home, and send it centrally to 

Germany periodically. At the end of the study, all CRO B TMF documentation will be returned 

to Drug Company A for consolidation, quality checking, chasing up all missing documentation, 

and preparation for archive. 
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PhlexEview Process  

At study set-up Phlexglobal works with Drug Company A to define an appropriate structure for 

the Electronic TMF. If Drug Company A TMF structure is to be used, PhlexEview requires 

customization to incorporate the appropriate sections and sub-sections into the indexing. This 

customization is then validated to ensure regulatory compliance. The cost would vary 

according to customizations required, such as number of TMF structures being used. Once set-

up, PhlexEview™ can be used for any number of projects, with no further initiation process or 

cost.  

On an ongoing basis, at pre-defined intervals, Drug Company A and CRO B would send all TMF 

documents to Phlexglobal’s offices.  

 

 

CRA 3 
Location: Czech 

Republic 

 

 

CRO  B 
Location: 
Germany 

 

Drug Company A 
Location: UK 

CRA 1 
Location: 
Germany 

CRA 2 
Location: Spain 

TMF Returned at 
Study Completion 

Documents 
Sent 

Periodically 
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Documents sent on an ongoing basis 

 

Drug Company A 
Location: UK 

• Prepare 

• Scan 

• Index 

• Store 

Tasks: 

 

CRO B 
Location: Germany 

 

CRA 1 
Location: Germany 

 

 

CRA 3 
Location: Czech 

Republic 

CRA 2 
Location: Spain 
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Each individual document would be prepared, scanned (‘intelligent’ scanning – high level of 

QC) and indexed, according to the agreed TMF structure. This provides a QC check for 

accurate filing. The indexed documents would then be synchronized to a server located in a 

secure hosting environment.  

 

Personnel from Drug Company A and CRO B would then be given appropriate access rights to 

the PhlexEview search facility. This would allow them to search for, view and download TMF 

documents regardless of their location, using a secure website. Drug Company A would define 

each individual’s security and access rights at study start. 
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Hosting Centre 

Phlexglobal External User 

https:// etmf.phlexglobal.com 
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Paper documents would be available to view within 8 working days while electronic documents 

are available within 5 working days after being sent to Phlexglobal. Once scanned, the paper 

TMF documentation would also be filed securely in Phlexglobal’s state of the art record centres. 

Phlexglobal could also perform quality control checks on the TMF documentation and prepare it 

for archive. Users would then request access to electronically archived documentation and be 

able to view it through the PhlexEarchive module.  

 

Once their reviews are completed, the copies in the PhlexEarchive module would be destroyed 

according to Phlexglobal’s records management protocols.  This model ensures access to 

content while protecting the archived materials from damage or destruction.  

 

Enhancements to Working Practices   

Maximum benefit of PhlexEview can be realized through the optimization of working practices. 

These changes are a result of the transition from paper to the PhlexEview environment and 

should be rolled out through the entire project team.  

Role Enhancements to Working Practice 

Project Team Only including necessary documentation (driven by pence per page 

cost) in TMF 

Ongoing submission of TMF documentation for visibility by others 

Regular checking of TMF on-line 

Sponsor Visibility of CRO documentation, so ongoing review of progress 

Time zones having no impact on TMF review or access 
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Role Enhancements to Working Practice 

Project Manager Visibility of Project Team documentation, allowing ongoing review 

Time zones having no impact on TMF review or access 

Line Manager Assessment  of efficiency through review of 

 Logging in activity (demonstrating TMF review) 

 Cross study documentation 

 Regularity of TMF documentation submission 

CRA 24/7 ability to review TMF 

Downloading and printing of documentation at site 

Accuracy of coding of documents 

CTA When TMF management and storage is handled in PhlexEview by 

the Phlexglobal team, time dedicated to managing  paper is 

reduced 

Responsible for transfer of documentation to PG 

 

Summary of Benefits 

The key benefits of PhlexEview are the positive impact on efficiency and compliance, the 

powerful management capabilities and the cost savings which can vary significantly from 

company to company, depending on the adopted working practices. 

In this case, Drug Company A has the potential to realize numerous benefits by implementing 

PhlexEview to replace their paper TMF and corresponding paper processes.  
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Unprecedented Visibility 

Stakeholders will acquire improved visibility and access to TMF documentation.  Regardless of 

location, project team members and CRO partners  will have visibility into all relevant TMF 

documentation. An audit trail will log all activity, therefore, demonstrating performance and 

productivity. This improved visibility into the flow of documentation into PhlexEview™ support 

performance assessments of CRO or project team (e.g. CRO could be paid for monitoring visits 

on visibility of signed reports). 

 

Enhanced Security 

Required user profile log-in restrictions can be put in place to limited visibility of certain 

sections of the TMF. Audit trail functionality enhances traceability and security by tracking all 

viewing and download activities. Improved TMF Quality 

There is improved consistency because filing discrepancies around ambiguous documents are 

eliminated across studies. Process refinements ensure that historical documentation undergoes 

a rigorous QC process when being input into PhlexEview and thus improves overall quality. 

These process improvements also mean that no end of study reconciliation is required.  

 

Optimized Processes across the Trial Lifecycle 

The ability to submit electronic or paper documents to PhlexEview provides great flexibility. 

Once in the system, the ability to search data allows review of documents across centres or 

countries or studies.  

This is useful for individual performance assessment by line managers, project managers or 

outsourcing managers.  

An electronic back-up for paper supports business continuity and guards against accidental 

loss or damage from frequent access. This represents an improved disaster recovery approach. 

If a CRO is to be changed mid-study, extracting TMFs from them can be challenging. 

Centralizing the TMF from the start alleviates this concern. From a compliance, collaboration, 
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and consistency perspective, the implementation will also benefit the CRO team members as 

they work to capture, store and retrieve documents in an efficient and repeatable manner.  

Finally, the PhlexEarchive module will support the electronic archiving of trial documentation 

and provide a mechanism to rapidly retrieve it in the future.  

 

Conclusion 

The transition from paper to electronic Trial Mast Files promises improvements in capability, 

capacity and quality. As companies look for new ways to become operationally more efficient, 

PhlexEview offers a valuable approach to managing Trial Master Files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Overall Study 
Costs

Cost Neutral 

  Study Travel 
Budget

No longer required; team 
accesses documents via web 

Time Spent Managing 
Trial Master File 

Overall, similar costs but 
with PhlexEview, all web 
available

  

End of Study Checks  
and Reconciliation 

  

  

  

Requirement for onsite 
environmentally 
protected storage 
facility 

Now redundant 

Now redundant; QC built 
into process 

Loss of TMF No cost vs. enormous cost 
with paper only 
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To learn more about Phlexglobal and PhlexEview, please visit our website at 

www.phlexglobal.com. 

 

 

Phlexglobal  

The Complete TMF Solution 

http://www.phlexglobal.com/
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